
Complete & Simple Subjects

For each sentence, underline the complete subject. Write out the simple
subject.
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Lauren’s grandfather was a mechanical engineer.( 1 )

Written on the blue paper was a list of building instructions.( 2 )

Sales jobs pay good people high salaries.( 3 )

Tribal warriors attacked their enemies with primitive weapons.( 4 )

Space exploration interested Paul.( 5 )

A Hemingway novel was found on a shelf in the bedroom.( 6 )

The police chief gave a news reporter his statement.( 7 )

The woman in the horror movie wore a long red gown.( 8 )

My cousin bought a new laptop computer for school.( 9 )

My grandfather built Laura and me the porch swing.(10)

The math students opened their books to chapter eight.(11)

The young wolves appeared restless.(12)

The bank teller gave Abigail the money.(13)

The phone company sent Brooke an updated bill.(14)

The girl with the short hair peered through the hole in the fence.(15)
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